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Season Theme

Team Pillars - Who We Are

Our Core Values - HEART

- Run Relentlessly

- Disruptive Defense!

- Flow

We will fly the ball down the court on every 

possession regardless of make or miss, looking 

for the first high percentage shot.

We will not allow other teams to run their 

offense. We will press baseline to baseline and in 

the halfcourt will take teams out of their offense.

We will seamlessly flow from transition to our 

half court offense, playing with space and pace.

Hard Work - Champions Do Extra - 100% effort 100% time - process focus   

Enthusiasm - bench, noise, celebrations - thermostats 

Accountability - self, team, school - extreme ownership, always compete 

Respect - for the game, the team, the school, ourselves 

Teamwork - program > team > player - go fast alone, go far together 

 

Champions Do Extra 
 We will go above an beyond to be the best people, 

players and teammates we can be.
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Mission Statement

Core Values - HEART

Vision Statement

Hard work - Westlake basketball players constantly look to improve 
by outworking the competition.  We are committed to the daily 
process of improvement. We always give 100% and go beyond by 
doing extra work.
Enthusiasm- Westlake basketball players are thermostats, not 
thermometers.  We bring positive energy to everything we do.  We create 
an environment that people are excited to be a part of.
Accountability - Westlake basketball players are accountable to 
themselves, their teammates and the school.  We own our actions and 
hold ourselves to the highest standards  of excellence in all situations.

Teamwork - Westlake basketball is collective success.  We play for the 
school and each other, not ourselves.  We sacrifice personal glory for 
team success and share both victory and defeat. We encourage 
teammates and pick each other up during tough times.

Respect - Westlake basketball players are respectful of the opportunity 
to play the game. We show this by playing with class and respecting all 
we interact with - refs, opponents, parents, bus drivers,  etc.

To  create a basketball experience that empowers student- 
athletes to fully develop their talents and leadership 
abilities and apply them in the classroom, the community, 
on the basketball court and in their future endeavors.

To sustain a championship caliber team through hard work, 
enthusiasm, accountability, respect and teamwork. We will 
represent Westlake with class and pride reflective of the 
school's values and athletic success
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Our Goals (Measurable)

Deflections/Steals > 24 per game 

If we are active in 1/2 court and full court will get. 

2. Points per Possession (PPP)

3. Free Throw/3 Point Difference

4. Offensive Rebounding

Goal = >1.o Offense, <.9 Defense 

Focus on Shot Selection.  Take great shots (open 

3's and layups) on O and prevent them on D.

We will make more free throws than our 

opponents shoot by playing without fouling on D 

and attacking on O. We will win the 3 point battle.

We will get >12 O Reb per game and will attempt 

>5 more shots than our opponents  

1. Defensive Chaos

5. Kickup Passes
We will pass the ball across half court >20 

times per game by always looking to kickup
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Four Cycles of Basketball

2. Offense

1. Offensive Transition 
 

3. Defensive Transition

4. Defense
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Offensive Transition

Offense begins with a rebound or turnover.

Secure the Ball.  Rebound First

If we have advantage, USE it.  Otherwise, flow 

into our offense.

Advance the Ball
Push the ball with either pass down court, outlet 

or push dribble.  Pitch ahead when available. If 

cannot pitch ahead, pitch across. If can't, point 

guard push. 

Sprint and Spacing
First three steps, must be a sprint! Fill the spots. 

Corners and 45 spot. Jets must sprint.

Find, Use or Create 

Attack or Skip
On kickups, attack. If can't, look to skip.
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Offense

Hard cuts on every pass. Circle move on drives. 

Vary actions (backscreen/post/pin, etc.) 

Know what you are going to do on the catch. 

Play in rhythm.  Catch thinking drive. Read gap, 

no gap and on drives read chest/shoulder/help

Hunt for high percentage shots.  Do what you do 

best! Open 3's, shots at the rim, and free throws.

Drive to score.  Catch on split when know driving.. 

Play 1 v 1 til help comes.  If help, find open man.

Put constant pressure on opponent by attacking 

the boards hard.  Swim or Spin.  Always have 

at least one player crashing weak side. 

 

Spacing and Body Movement

"Zero Second" Decisions

Shot Selection

Drive to Score

Offensive Rebounding
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Defensive Transition

First three steps MUST be a sprint!

Sprint!

Communicate!
Communication makes us fast.  Talk and Point! 

Cover
Cover Ball.  Slow it down, make them passive. 

Cover Basket.  Protect the basket 

Cover Strong Side Wing. 

Cover Nail Spot. 

Trailer responsible for weak side of floor first.

Matched up vs Match-ups
More important that everyone is guarded than 

guarding your specific match-up.  Protect the 

basket!
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Defense

Talk/Touch/Take on switches.  Loud, Early, Often 

Communication

Ball Pressure
Must pressure the ball.  Alone with Others!

Press
In the press we trap (no fouls/splits) relentlessly. 

Get to our spots immediately and rotate on the 

flight of the ball

No Middle Drives

Gang Rebound

Deny all passes one away

Weakside Alignment

Force the ball to the corner

Multiple Effort Plays
Never give up.  Fight till we have the ball.

In and out on helpside, ready to rotate and X out

Do not allow other teams to run O.  On line/up line


